Besides your High School Math/Statistics Teachers,

Who Says “YOU CAN’T BEAT THE CASINO”?

My name is Ben Yarbrough and I, for years, have been
considered the most accomplished trainer of top-tier professionally
minded gamblers in the World. I’ve written a number of books on
gambling smarter and a mathematics book on a new discipline called
“Linear Fractal Mathematics”. I’ve had newspaper and magazine
articles written about me. I’ve had my training endorsed by top
gamblers and even the foremost creator of casino table games living
today --“Richard Lofink”. In spite of all this, it is likely that you have
never heard of me.

It further, is a safe bet that most casino managers would prefer
that NO-ONE had ever heard of me, or my book on the use of Linear
Fractals to predict random events, or my highly effective selfdiscipline training. I imagine they further wish that that those who had
heard of me, only thought of me as a “ fool”-- I mean really,
”EVERYONE KNOWS YOU CAN’T BEAT THE CASINO” and certainly
NO ONE can teach you how to predict “random events”, they are, after
all, RANDOM.. (And if people were meant to fly, they would have been
given wings!)
However, since I do exist and since my list of high stakes player
endorsements indicate that I have taught students to become regular
winners, it is hard for them to sell the “fool” label to anyone but those
who are completely “clueless” about advances being introduced to
this field-- (Primarily by me).
It is fair to say that the casino industry generally takes a dim
view of my activities and they have from time to time sent out
propagandizing individuals (often casino industy hired “math
consultants”--like the “Wizard of Odds”) to smear the activities of
anyone who professes that they can help ANYONE “gambler better”…
This has happened because most members of casino
management teams are SCARED and don’t really understand how
smart marketing works today. The fact is that through networking,
“winners” demonstrate the casino’s best possible form of advertising
by telling their friends where they played and won. Note that because
their equally financially endowed friends have not undergone the
thorough training that my “lucky” students have, when the “lucky
gambling student’s” circle of friends do come to the casino, they will
very likely not make the “good decisions’ that their lucky friend did,
and will likely be regular and LARGE losers. Hence, whe the casino
“runs off’ or poorly treats the winning player, they at the same time
kill the possibility of the winning player’s circle of wealthy friends
coming to play at their casino. This is significant because, although
only representing 3% of the casino’s foot traffic, this group of “high-

end players” normally generate as much as 30%+ of the casino’s
bottom line profits.
Back to the two basic components that I teach my “High End
students”:
(1) I Train High Stakes casino players to think & play like “Casino
Pirates” who are not embarrassed about ruthlessly taking money
from the casnos (not just winning it, but leaving the property with it).
Yes taking Won money from the same Casino executives that would
gladly enjoy seeing the heads and wallets of all top level players who
challenge them, mounted in their trophy room.
This training entails educating and preparing the serious minded
gambler to do battle with the extremely effective system of player
manipulation that all casinos use-- that system accomplishes
GREATLY magnifying their edge over the TOURIST-MINDED gambler.

(2) So, in addition to teaching the gambler to “duck, bob, and weave”
when engaging the casino, I also introduce them to the knowledge
revealed about predicting “random events”. Knowledge revealed
through coming to understand how use of “Linear Fractals” can give
one a real edge in the financial battles taking place every day in the
casino.
I do not undertake the training of many players and those I train
pay a fair price for the information and training I provide. Through
maintaining this exclusivity, I have maximized the time window of
opportunity for serious gamblers to make money in the casino using
these tools. (You’re Welcome!)
So, even though you probably haven’t heard of me before, you
now have some fundamental facts about me and what it is that I do
and for many years have done for High Stakes casino players.

My primary training website address is BaccaratTraining.com and I
can be reached by both email ( info @ BaccaraatTraining.com )
and by phone (706) 505-2901 at my engineering company (Aztec
Engineering, LLP)--leave your name and number!-- I will get back to
you. Please take a few minutes to visit our website before calling so
that you are familiar with prices, etc.

Good Health and GREAT LUCK!

